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Abstract

The Use of Genetics Prmclples in Research Evaluation --
An Example with Soybeans

This paper explores the potential use of quantitative ?enetlcs principles

In evaluating economic returns to plant breedinq research. Basic factor?

affecting genetic progress are described along with posslbllltles for quantlfv-

lng them In relatlon to research expenditures. An example with soybeans illus-

trates how this information can be incorporated Into @x ante research evaluation.

Staff papers are published without formal review within the Department of

Agricultural and Applied Economics.



The Use of Genetics Principles in Research
Evaluation -- An Example with Soybeans

Much of the work on agricultural research evaluation has focused on

estimation of rates of return to agricultural research in the aggregate,

to research on groups of commodities such as cash grains or poultry,

and, more recently, to research on i.ndivldualcommodltjes such as wheat,

corn, and soybeans. For example, Sundquist, Cheng, and Norton us~ng a

production function approach estimated the marginal ~nternal rate of

return to agricultural experiment station soybean research in the United

States to be in the neighborhood of 100% for research expenditures

incurred during the early 1970’s. This “ex-post” estimate provides an

“ex ante” guide to the potential payoff of future soybean research

expenditures provided the physical productivity of research and lts

economic value remains fairly stable over time.1

Research on commodities such as soybeans does not take place,

however, at the aggregate level but in programs and projects in plant

breeding, plant pathology, soil fertility, moisture control, economics,

etc. Benefit cost analysis has been used to evaluate certa~n of these

programs such as plant breeding and crop protection (Araji, Sire, and

Gardner; Easter and Norton). Others such as economics have received

very little attention primarily due to problems of measuring their

output . Even plant breeding research progress, however, has been

treated very much like a black box by those economists evaluating

research returns. Research dollars flow in and increased yields flow

out with very little understanding of how this genetic progress occurs.

Projections of future yield Increases are sometimes based on sclent~sts’
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estimates, but economjc analysts have no good way of judging whether or

not the scientists were unrealistic in their assumptions and/or their

expectations.

Kislev and Rabiner in a study of animal breeding research suggested

making use of quantitative genetics principles to help economists better

understand how genetic progress occurs. IrI this paper we explore the

potential for using a few selected genetics principles to aid in

econoraic evaluation of plant breeding research using soybeans as an

example. Basic factors affecting genetic progress are described and

possibilities for quantifying their level in relation to research

dollars expended are discussed. Finally, we show hov this information

can be incorporated into ex ante research evaluation.

Soybean Selection

Soybean improvement programs place major emphasis on development of

disease and nematode resistant high-yielding varieties that are also

high in oil and protein (Brim). Yield as well as oil and protein

content are “quantitative genetic traits” while disease resistance is a

“qualitative trait”. The basic distinction between quantitative and

qualitative traits is that the former varies by degree in the plant or

animal and is controlled by many genes while the latter tends to either

be present or not and is controlled by one or very few genes. Plant

breeding programs for self fertilized crops such as soybeans normally

involve three levels of evaluation (Hanson and Brim). First, individual

plants or rows of progeny (offspring) of single plants are evaluated in

one environment and selected for certain qualitatively inherited

characteristics such as disease resistance and for certain read;Iy
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inherited quantitative characteristics such as maturity, lodging, and

plant height. Second, a detailed evaluation of lines for key measurable

characteristics, particularly yield, is made to reduce a set of

genotypes to a few select lines. Finally, the selected genotypes are

submitted to regional testing for evaluation under a more diverse set of

environmental conditions. The term genotype is used to refer to the

inherent or true genetic attributes of plants while the term phenotype

refers to those attributes which are physically observable or

measurable. While the genotype is unobservable it, none-the-less,

determines the properties the individual transmfts to its offspring.

The phenotype, on the other hand, can be affected significantly by the

2
environment.

Plant and animal breeders refer to heritability as the fraction of

phenotypic variance that arises from genetic affects. Conceptually,

phenotypic variance (oP2) can be thought of as the sum of the genotypic

variance (ug2) and environmental variance (Ue2). Heritability (I-?)in

its broadest or simplest form is then:

2

H= z‘g

+5
2

‘g e

Because of the nonadditivity of some contributors to genetic var:ance, a

more useful formula is:

(SL
H=2a2

+(s
‘~ e

2
where o includes only the additive genetic component. Components of

a
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(ug*) which are not additive and are retained only jn part during

selection include what geneticists refer to as domjnance and epistatic

effects.3 Evidence indicates, however, that dominance effects are small

in soybeans and the distinction may be of little importance in practice

because of large standard errors associated w~th the heritability

estimates (Brim and Cockerham, Sprague). @f more significance is the

fact that heritability estimates calculated for soybeans have variecl in

their unit of evaluation. A plant, a full plot, and

plots in one or more environments have been used as the

and these differences affect heritability estimates.

therefore not a stable parameter but varies with the

replicated full

evaluation unit

Heritability is

precision with

which the environmental variance is estimated (Sprague, p. 3112).

Nonetheless, enough heritability estimates have been made to give plant

breeders a rough idea of their expected values for differen<

quantitative characteristics in soybeans. Table 1 provides estimates

presented by Johnson and Bernard which are based on observations of

several experiments by soybean breeders and geneticists.

Table 1. Expected Heritabilities

Character Selection Unit —
F2 Plant Mean of F4 or later generation

two replications within two
environments

—

Yield 5 38
Height 45 75
Maturity 55 78
Resistance to Lodging 10 54
Percent Oil 30 67
Percent Protein 25 63

—
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These estimates of expected heritabilities provide a guide to the

relat;ve ease of selecting for various characteristics. For example,

yield is less heritable than oil content. More importantly these

heritabilities can be combined with the selection differential to

provide an estimate of the rate of genetic progress expected with

selection. The selection differential (D) is the difference between the

mean of the selected individuals or families and the mean of the

population. The expected genetic progress E(C) is then E(G) = (~)

4
where Y is the number of years per cycle of selection (Fehr). If the

difference between the mean of the selected group and the population

mean was say 2 bushels per acre and the heritability was .4 with four

years per cycle, then the breeder could expect to gain .2 bushels per

acre per year by his selection.

The value of D depends on the proportion of the population group

included among the selected group and the phenotypic standard deviation

of the character (Up). The intensity of selection (i) which equals D/rJ
P

depends on the proportion of the population included in the selection

group and if the distribution of phenotypic values is normal, it can be

determined from tables of the properties of the normal distribution

(Falconer, p. 194). For example, in the case of five percent selection

in a large sample from a normal distribution, i = 2.06 and D = 2.060 .
P

Selection intensity affects the cost of a selection program. The

more intense the selection, the lower the proportion selected and the

higher the selection differential which in turn increases expected

genetic progress E(G). One does not want to reduce excessively the

number of plants selected because of a problem referred to as genetic
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drift.5 Therefore to decrease the proportion

increase the total number of lines measured

is made. This Involves a cost in time and

increases the complexity of the selection

standpoint.

selected it is necessary to

out of whj.ch the selection

labor for measurement and

program from a management

Another major determinant of the variable cost of a selection

program is the number of locations in each test. Varying the number of

locations affects the heritability estimate through an effect on the

phenotypic variance. Additional locations will reduce the phenotypic

variance if the interaction between genetic and environmental effects is

large, thereby increasing heritability and expected genetic progress.

The number of years per cycle of selectlon, i.e., the time interval

from when parents are crossed until selection from this progeny are

available for crossing again, also influences G . Investing in winter
Y

nursery programs in greenhouses or tropical nurseries are ways of

reducing Y.

There are also possibilities for increasing G by increasing the

genetic variance through changes ic breeding procedures such as

increasing the number of two way crosses evaluated, usi~g intermating

populations, or exotic germplasm (Fehr). Genetic engineering may soon

become economically feasible. But it’s

programs appears to be some years away.

soybean breeding procedures are not

direct impact on plant breeding

Thus, assuming that traditional

altered materially, additional

research dollars can affect genetic progress by allowing for an increase

in selection intensity, increase in locations for each test, and

reductions in years per cycle.
6
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To the extent that scientists have made heritability estimates and

have knowledge of the cost of increasing the number of lines selected,

the number of locations, or nursery facilities, this information can be

used to give a rough prediction of genetic progress expected from

additional research expenditures. This can then be combined with

information on lags, adoption rates, prices, acreages, etc., in ex ante

benefit-cost analysis.

An additional factor to consider when

research is the sensitivity of soybeans to

evaluating soybean breeding

Iength of photoperiod (day

length). As a method of describing soybean responsiveness

ten maturity groups have geen established for +dentlfying

adaptation for soybean varieties jn the U.S. a~d Canada.

to daylength,

the region of

Groups 00, 0,

and I are adapted to the more northern latitudes of the continental U.S.

and Canada while succeeding groups through group VIII are adaptable

farther south. A germplasm collection is maintained at Urbana, Illinois

for material of group IV or earlier. Material for groups V through VIII

has been maintained at Stoneville, Mississippi.

The implications of this photoperjod sensitivity are three fold.

First, varieties released by an experiment station in one state are

often adopted by farmers in all states raising soybeans at the same

general latitude, For example, Chippewa 64 of group I maturity was

raised in parts of several states stretching from South Dakota to

northern Pennsylvania in the 1960’s and early 1970’s. Therefore, in ex—

ante plant breeding research evaluation, the area assumed to be affected

by one state’s research should encompass portions of several states.

Second, the probability that the work conducted in one state will
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eventually lead to a variety which is released is reduced because of

work going on in other states. Unnecessary duplication has been

minimized, however, due to the high degree of communication and exchange

of plant material among plant breeders from states at similar latitudes.

Third, because plant breeders are working in several states over which a

variety would be adopted, the plant population from which lines are

selected is the total of the populations being tested in these

individual states. While ore might argue that it would be more

efficient to concentrate this work in fewer locations, it is also likely

that trials in several locations reduces the phenotypic variation due to

genotype-environmental interaction.

The current allocative efficiency for research dollars spent

reducing years per cycle at one location versus increasing the total

population from which llnes are selected at several locations may be an

important question. Research dollars should be allocated such that the

expected progress for the last dollar spent on increasing selection

intensity at either one location or at several locations equals the

expected progress from the last dollar spent on methods to reduce time

per cycle of selection.

A numerical example - Ve turn now to a possible use of the concepts

presented above in evaluating soybean breeding research in a particular

state. Assume there is a proposal to add an additional $100 thousand

annually for the purpose of increasing plant breeding research on

soybeans in Minnesota. Furthermore, assume that this research will be

directed primarily at selection for yield improvement.’ An evaluation IS

requested of the projected economic return to this proposed public

investment.
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A two step procedure can be followed. First, estimate the expected

increase in genetic progress and second? incorporate the increase into a

benefit cost analysis. Using the formula for expected rate of genetic

progress per year E(G) ‘~ described earlier, the current expected rate

of genetic progress is calculated. Then comparisons are made of the

relative expected increases in yield achieved by spending the additional

resources on alternative research strategies that affect G, e.g.,

shortening the time per cycle, increasing locations, increasing

selection intensity, etc.

Assume that G is measured jn Kg/ha, that heritability (H) js .4J

and that 10 percent is selected in a large sample from a normal

distribution so that the selection intensjty (i) equals 1.75 and the

selection differential (D) equals 1075UP ● Assume that In recent

improvement experiments a
P

was 70 Kg’ and that years per cycle of

selection currently equal 4. Therefore E(G) for current research ~s

E(G) = (.4)(1.75)(70)

4
= 12.25 Kg.

Assume that it is estimated that with an additional $100 thousand

the number of years per cycle of selection could be reduced from 4 to 3

causing an increase in the expected rate of genetic progress of 4.08 Kg

per year. Assume it is estimated that with $100 thousand the population

from which selections are made could be increased so that a 5 percent

selection is made instead of 10 percent increasing (i) to 2.06 and E(G)

by 2.17 Kg per year. Assume that after these and other uses for the

2
additional funds (such as adding locations to reduce a and increase H)

P

are compared that the greatest expected gain is from decreasing the time

per cycle of selection. This rate of 4.08 Kg per year can then be
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incorporated with other assumptions of prices, lags, area affected, etc.

in a benefit cost analysis.

Assume: (1) a lag of eight years between the first year of

additional research expenditures and the first release of a new variety,

(2) an initial soybean price of $6.00 per bushel and a 1% reduction in

price for every 1% increase in production?’ for the United States, (3) an

adoption pattern of 40% in the first year after variety release, 70% in

the second year, 90% in the third year, and 95% in succeeding years

(Easter and Norton), (4) the additional funding starts in year 1 and

occurs for 10 years and all benefits drop to zero in year 18, (5) a

probability that 50% of the work will be successful. The other 50% will

10 (6) Harvestedbe superseded by work carried on in other states.

acreage affected by the additional breeding research is the soybean

acreage in group I in the United States which equals approximately 12

million acres. This acreage is assumed to remain constant. (7) The

higher yielding soybeans will not entail additional production costs on

the part of the farmers or social costs on the part of society.

These assumptions and estimates are used to calculate an internal

rate of return to the new soybean research investment using the

following formula:

18 13t-Ct
z —= o

t=l (l+r)t

where Bt = AtAGVtPt= expected benefits in year t, At = area planted to

soybeans in year t affected by additional genetic improvement, AG =

increase in yield per acre due to new research, Vt = expected price of

soybeans in year t, Pt = probability of success, r = internal rate of

return, and Ct = cost of the additional research in year t.
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An internal rate of return of 66% was calculated for the additional

research investment in this numerical example. This example is only

illustrative, however, as many of the parameter values assumed need to

be developed more carefully by plant breeders before conducting an

actual analysis of returns to soybean breeding research.

Sensitivity analysis - When conducting this type of analysis it is

useful to analyze the sensitivity of the results to changes in

assumptions, lags, spillover effects, prices, etc.

In Table 3, effects are shown of assuming that research benefits

(1) affect only Minnesota, (2) affect Minnesota plus bordering states in

Group I maturity, and (3) are realized with a 10 instead of an 8 year

lag.

Table 3. Sensitivity Analysis of Returns to Soybean Breeding Research

Area Affected Research Internal Rate
by Research Lag of Return (%)

(1) All Group I 8 66
(2) Minnesota
(3) Minnesota, Iowa,

8 50

Wisconsin, South Dakota 8 60
(4) All Group I 10 50

Note that the effect of the extra 2 year lag is the same as the

effect of assuming that no benefits are realized outside

While acreage affected in the latter case is reduced from

4.9 million acres, the 2 year longer lag has an equally

of Minnesota.

12 million to

great effect

because of the discounting of future returns. Sensitivity analysis in

which prices are varied is not shown here, but the effect of varying

price 10% would be identical to varying acreage impacted by 10%.
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Further Research

This paper has suggested a conceptual framework for economic

evaluation of plant breeding research using genetics principles. The

next step is to test how well it fits the historical yield development

using actual data. Since not all breeding is aimed at increasing

yields, this will require information from geneticists or plant breeders

on the interaction among traits. Part of breeding research is aimed at

“maintenance” of yields. Therefore, if data can be obtained from

breeders to estimate actual phenotypic standard deviations, years per

cycle, proportions selected, etc. from their experiments, then the

potential rate of yield increase can be calculated. Much of the gap at

the experimental level between potential and actual rates of yield

increase can then be attributed to needs of maintenance. 11, 12

Conclusions -In this paper we have explored the potential for using

a few quantitative genetics principles as an aid in evaluating the

economic returns to plant breeding research. Though our example dealt

with soybeans, the conceptual model should be applicable to other crops

as well. Economists are increasingly called upon to evaluate the merits

of proposed agricultural research. Unless a limited understanding is

developed by economists (or other evaluators) of how progress occurs in

an area such as plant breeding, they have very little basis for judging

(1) what bounds to place on expected yield increases, (2) what the

constraining factors are to increased genetic progress and how large a

yield increase could be expected by targeting resources at relfeving

alternative constraints, and (3) the degree of spillover between states

or other geographical units or the relevant distance over which the

benefits can be expected to spread.
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Answers to these questions add significant information to the

research evaluation process. Not only do they facilitate calculation of

rates of return but they can potentially provide guidance for such

questions as (1) the appropriate degree of research concentration within

a region and (2) the relative efficiency of such research strategies as

expanding winter greenhouse facilities versus expa~ding the population

from which lines are selected. Moreover, data availabil~ty for such

evaluations will be enhanced if plant breeders attempt to systematically

acquire and record the data required to estimate expected genetic gain

for a range of feasible research strategies.

The high rates of return obtained in nearly all research evaluation

studies (Evenson, Waggoner, and Ruttan) indicates a historical

underinvestment in agricultural research. The type of analysis

illustrated in th;s paper can be used as a basis to provide further

evaluation of the economic benefits to prososed research on individual

commodities and on specific research programs.
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Footnotes

1.

2.

3.

If the rate of genetic improvement for yields does not deteriorate

over time, th~s will lend

Other factors affecting

varieties to j.nsects and

scientists or support

stability to the research coefficient.

the coefficient are susceptibility of

diseases or changes in the quality of

facilities. Even if the physical

productivity of research does remain stable over time, its economic

value may not due to shifts in product demand which cause price

effects.

A comprehensive theoretical depiction of the contributors to yield

variance in an experimental context is provided by Comstock and

Mon.

“The word

locus...

reflects

additive applies to relationships of genes at the same

with additive gene action the phenotype faithfully

the genotype, assuming no environmental effects ...

Applied to two alleles A and a, affecting height~ the increase of

AA over aa is twice that of As .... Dominance applies to the

relationship of alleles at the same locus. Complete dominance

assumes, in our example of height, that Aa and ~ are the same

height ... If overdominance were present in the example of height,

the genotype AA might be 26” in height, aa would be 10 inches and

Aa would be more than AA, perhaps 30 Inches. In other words there

is some interaction between A and a to increase height~-.

Originally and usually with qualitative factors, epistasis is the
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term used for the situation where a gene covers up the effects of

another gene at another locus. In quantitative inheritance, the

term has been extended to include all situations where genes

interact at two or more loci.” (Briggs and Knowles, pp. 86-90).

4. A cycle of selection is the time interval from when parents are

crossed until selection from their progeny are available for

crossing again.

5* Genetic drift refers to the accidental spreading of a gene. “Gene

frequencies are subject to fluctuation about their mean from

generation to generation. If a population is large, the numerical

fluctuations are small and have little or no effect. On the other

hand, if the population is small, random fluctuations could lead to

complete fixation (or alternatively, 10ss) of one allele or

another” (Gardner).

6. Even when genetic engineering procedures can be incorporated

operationally into plant breeding programs it may be possible to

partition their genetic effects into one or more of these three

categories, or to add others.

7. This example abstracts from the fact that a great deal of plant

breeding research is directed at maintaining current yield through

breeding in disease resistance and is conducted concurrently with

efforts to select for higher yield.

8. 70 Kg was the up assumed in a similar example by Fehr.
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9.

10.

This price flexibility of 1 approx:

Academy of Scie~ce Report.

mates that found

This assumption may bias the return downward if the

at the same latitude are drawing from the same plant

are sharing plant materials.

n the National

plant breeders

population and

11. This application of the conceptual model was suggested by Yoav

Kislev.

12. A second gap, the nature of which also needs exploring, occurs

between experimental and farm level yields.
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